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ALWAYS AN OPEN INVITATION
Invitation is inspired by the practicality and experiences of everyday life, bringing the comforts  
of home into the workplace. Enjoy the simple pleasure of relaxing on a sofa with a laptop or  
welcoming guests in arm chairs with integrated tables. The Invitation collection includes  
lounge and guest seating that are versatile enough to support any interaction or application. The 
tapered wood legs, gracefully arched arms, and seven laminate finish selections combine  
with independent back and seat cushions to elevate both style and comfort.
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Shown with Ignition seating. Inspired 
by HON color palette NAME. 

GREET
Welcome guests in style and comfort. The gracefully arched arms, wood finish, and 
selection of upholstery options make Invitation guest seating ideal for the executive 
office, conference room and waiting area.

UNWIND
Help guests and colleagues feel at home with Invitation lounge seating. The collection 
brings a consistent aesthetic and relaxed atmosphere throughout the office.



For more information, visit hon.com/invitation
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INVITING STYLE. 
LASTING SUBSTANCE.
The Invitation collection is constructed from materials that are as functional as 
they are attractive. The practical design allows for easy connection of chairs and 
tables to create rows and seating arrangements suitable for any space. Available 
in all standard HON fabrics, it’s easy to create an Invitation that blends nicely into 
any environment. The heavy-duty construction and industry-leading HON Lifetime 
Warranty provide unparalleled confidence of ownership.
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